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Motivation
I

We develop a mixed-membership model that combines the
advantages of the hierarchical Dirichlet process and the
correlated topic model.

I

We call the resulting prior the discrete infinite logistic normal.
We use it as a topic model and derive a VB algorithm.
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Introduction: HDP
I

The hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) is a commonly used
BNP prior for grouped data [Teh et al., 2007].

I

The HDP extends mixed-membership models (e.g. LDA) to
the nonparametric setting.
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Introduction: HDP

Ω
A
B

I

H is a completely random
measure on Ω.

H(A)

H(B)

The HDP does not explicitly model correlations between the
mixing weights of any group-level distribution.
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Introduction: CTM
I

The correlated topic model (CTM) addresses this in the finite
setting by replacing the Dirichlet prior with a logistic normal
prior [Blei & Lafferty, 2007; Aitchison, 1982].

I

The generative process of a logistic normal vector is
Gaussian vector → exponentiation → normalization.
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Introduction: CTM

1

I

One idea would be to exponentiate and normalize a Gaussian
process on the parameter space.

I

However, the infinite logistic normal is not discrete and so
cannot be used in the mixed-membership setting [Lenk, 1988].
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Introduction: DILN
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I

Goal: Define a prior for an “infinite correlated topic model”.
Objective 1 We want this prior to be discrete, so that
groups of data use the same set of atoms.
Objective 2 We want to explicitly model correlations
between the mixing weights of each group.
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Introduction: DILN
I

We define the discrete infinite logistic normal distribution
(DILN) to achieve these two goals.
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Introduction: DILN
I

We define the discrete infinite logistic normal distribution
(DILN) to achieve these two goals.

I

We pronounce DILN as “Dylan”.
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Review: The Dirichlet process and HDP
I

The Dirichlet process [Ferguson, 1973] is a useful BNP prior
for mixture models,
∞
X
G=
πk δηk .
k=1
iid

Atoms ηk ∼ G0 and π depends on α > 0 → G ∼ DP(αG0 ).
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I

The Dirichlet process [Ferguson, 1973] is a useful BNP prior
for mixture models,
∞
X
G=
πk δηk .
k=1
iid

Atoms ηk ∼ G0 and π depends on α > 0 → G ∼ DP(αG0 ).
I

The HDP allows for multiple DPs to share the same atoms,
G ∼ DP(αG0 ),

iid

Gm0 ∼ DP(βG ).

Because G is a discrete distribution, Gm0 and Gm0 0 share atoms.
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The discrete infinite logistic normal
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We formulate DILN as a scaled HDP.
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The discrete infinite logistic normal

I

We formulate DILN as a scaled HDP.

I

Let α, β > 0 and G0 × L0 be a base distribution, where G0
covers some parameter space and L0 some location space.
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I

Let α, β > 0 and G0 × L0 be a base distribution, where G0
covers some parameter space and L0 some location space.
1. A top level DP gives a distribution on atoms and their
corresponding locations: G ∼ DP(αG0 × L0 ).
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The discrete infinite logistic normal

I

We formulate DILN as a scaled HDP.

I

Let α, β > 0 and G0 × L0 be a base distribution, where G0
covers some parameter space and L0 some location space.
1. A top level DP gives a distribution on atoms and their
corresponding locations: G ∼ DP(αG0 × L0 ).
2. We then draw a group-level DP and GP,
GmDP ∼ DP(βG ),
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The discrete infinite logistic normal

I

We formulate DILN as a scaled HDP.

I

Let α, β > 0 and G0 × L0 be a base distribution, where G0
covers some parameter space and L0 some location space.
1. A top level DP gives a distribution on atoms and their
corresponding locations: G ∼ DP(αG0 × L0 ).
2. We then draw a group-level DP and GP,
GmDP ∼ DP(βG ),

w (m) (`) ∼ GP(m(`), K(`, `0 )).

3. Finally, we scale the group-level DP by the exponentiated GP,
Gm0 ({η, `}) ∝ GmDP ({η, `}) exp{w (m) (`)}.
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Rough and Intuitive Example
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Constructing DILN

I

How do we construct draws from DILN?
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Constructing DILN

I

How do we construct draws from DILN?
Top-Level DP
iid

iid

ηk ∼ G0 ,

Vk ∼ Beta(1, α),

iid

`k ∼ L0

↓
G=

∞
X

Vk

k=1

I

k−1
Y

(1 − Vj )δ{ηk ,`k }

j=1

We think of `k as the location of atom k.
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Constructing DILN

I

We use gamma r.v.’s to construct group-level distributions.
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Constructing DILN

I

We use gamma r.v.’s to construct group-level distributions.
Group-Level Distributions
(m)

Zk

(m)

iid

∼ Gamma(βpk , e −wk ),

w (m) ∼ GP(m, K)

↓
Gm0 =

∞
X
k=1

I

(m)

Zk
P∞

δ
(m) ηk

j=1 Zj

If w (m) = 0, then this is a representation of the HDP.
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DILN Topic Model

Gm'

(m)

θn

η

(m)

Xn

N
M

I

We use DILN as a topic modeling prior.

I

Given Gm0 , words in document m are generated according to
(m)

Xn
I

(m) iid

(m)

∼ Mult(θn ),

θn

∼ Gm0 .
(m)

For inference, we introduce a latent indicator Cn , such that
(m)

θn
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Variational inference for DILN
I

We use variational inference to learn the approximate
posterior of the DILN model [Jordan et al., 1999].
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Searches for the parameters of q that minimize the KL
divergence between q and the true posterior.
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Variational inference for DILN
I

I

We use variational inference to learn the approximate
posterior of the DILN model [Jordan et al., 1999].
I

Mean-field variational inference uses a factorized q distribution
to approximate the true posterior of a model’s parameters.

I

Searches for the parameters of q that minimize the KL
divergence between q and the true posterior.

In a DILN topic model, the hidden variables are
Document level: Z, w, C
Corpus level: η, V, m, K, α, β

I

Note: We learn K directly, rather than latent locations, `k .
This leads to a fast, closed-form update.
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Variational inference for DILN
I

Inference note: For each group, we use the lower bound
" T
#
PT
X
EQ [Zk ] − ξ
.
−EQ ln
Zk ≥ − ln ξ − k=1
ξ
k=1

I

Results in analytical updates for q(Zk ) = Gamma(Zk |ak , bk ),
ak

= βpk +

N
X

φn (k),

n=1

bk
I

= EQ [exp{−wk }] +

N
.
ξ

If wk = 0, this is a new inference algorithm for HDPs.
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Experiments

I

We test on four text corpora: Huffington Post, New York
Times, Science and Wikipedia.

I

We compare with the HDP and CTM. For the HDP, we use
the algorithm previously discussed.

I

For the CTM, we vary the number of topics. For the HDP
and DILN we truncated T = 200.

I

We use Dirichlet(γ1|W | ) for the base distribution, and vary γ.
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Experiments

I

For testing, we partition a test document into two halves.

I

We learn document-specific parameters on one half and
predict the other half.

I

We then calculate the per-word perplexity


− ln p(Xhalf2 |Xhalf1 )
perplexity = exp
.
N
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Experiments: Perplexity Results
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Experiments: New York Times Topic Correlations

+
campaign
political
candidate
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republican
public
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plan
state
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government
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Experiments: New York Times Topic Mapping
{team game baseball}

{winwin}play
{play game

match}

{game point play}
{player season team}

{game play team}
{team guy player}
{game hit baseball}
{world{basketball
win finish}
coach ring}
{water boat crew}
{fashion wear dress}

{music band song}

{film movie play}

{store sale shop}

{advertising
marketing
agency}
{loss
quarter
company}
{cup minute salt}
{company industry}
share percent}
{company business
{restaurant food dinner}
{stock market share}
{travel trip hotel}
{ticket event information}
{technology research scientist}
{percent rate bond}
{character
play painting}
film} {talk sure notice}
{art artist
{investment
{building
foot} investor profit}
{accident
car space
safety}
{price rise percent}
{building floor room}

{music concert composer}
{color white gallery}
{dance dancer company}

{novel writer man}

{family life friend}

{resident community town} {price

{book life author}
{water natural cause}

{president executive chief}
market government}

{tenant rent apartment}
{minority social city}
{percent

{patient drug health}

{loan bank debt}

{file lawsuit pay}
job number}
{tax pay city}
{union labor strike}

{father mrs graduate}

{police department officer}
{school student education}{material release
information}
{budget
cut
plan}
{american
trade
{trafficstates}
transportation
{investigation allegation charge}
{girl home detective}
{campaign political republican}

bus}

{policy foreign affair}

{election vote voter}

{bill
legislation vote}
{care child
program}
{military american force}
{war force military} {law court legal}

{officer police yesterday}

{lawyer case court}

{police man officer}

{official meeting states}

{charge case prison}
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Conclusion

I

DILN: A nonparametric mixed membership model that models
correlations across mixing weights at the group level.

I

Close relationship between DILN and HDP results in new
variational inference algorithm for HDP.

I

Demonstrated performance of DILN in topic modeling setting.
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Future Work
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I

Most mixed-membership models have un-correlated features

I

Correlated feature models in development [Blei and Lafferty,
2006, Doshi-Velez and Ghahramani, 2009, Rai and Daumé III,
2009]
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Associate every feature with a latent vector
Use “distance” in a latent space to encode feature
co-occurrence
I

I

I

“Close” features tend to occur together more often

Gaussian process [Rasmussen and Williams, 2006] prior on
feature space ensures that close “locations” have similar
prevalences (smoothness).
Expert practitioners: HDP-LDA [Teh et al., 2006] + Gamma
process representation + GP latent space prior + variational
inference =
I

Mathematically elegant mixed-membership model with
correlated features.
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Big Picture
I

What about interpretability?
I

I

Distance only? Why not further hierarchy?

How much data? (data vs. model complexity)
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